New Funeral Lament, ‘Hush’, Opens Portal to Dark Celtic Underworld

Louise Fraser, solo artist and lead singer of Muricidae (with John Fryer: Cocteau Twins, Nine Inch Nails, Depeche Mode), is set to unleash a darkly cinematic collection of Celtic tracks inspired by her Scottish roots this year. The first track, ‘Hush’, dropped Jan. 21, 2019.

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) January 24, 2019 -- ‘Hush’ is the devastating lament written for the funeral of Louise’s father, James Lethen Young Fraser, attended by hundreds spilling onto the streets of Brora, a tiny fishing village at the northern tip of the Scottish Highlands. Fraser’s lyrics are a deeply poetic eulogy. Her yearning vocals glide over collaborator Martin Tichy’s ghost filled landscape of live strings. The overall effect is awash with darkness, infused with pain, and sure to leave anyone with (or without) a pulse in glorious ruin. Those ready to commune with their own ghosts can check out Hush on YouTube, CDBaby, iTunes, Spotify, and all the usual sites.

The full collection, ‘Glory’, will feature songs in English and Gaelic, ranging from stripped down with single string accompaniments and splashes of dark electronica, to fully orchestrated battle cries. Collaborators include film composer Jeff Rona (Traffic, Black Hawk Down, Phantom) and Martin Tichy (The Three Musketeers, Vienna Symphonic). If you have not already heard Louise’s work on the CW, Lifetime, NBC, MTV, or in various movies such as Jack Black’s ‘Goosebumps’ (Sony Pictures) or ‘Revolution’, it’s time to catch up. Described in the press as an ‘exceptional vocal enchantress’ (Chain D.L.K) with ‘rich vocals’ (Sideline) and ‘exceptional songwriting craftsmanship’ (Billboard Magazine), this project is one not to miss. For more information, head to http://www.louisefraser.com.
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